BlinkerBeacon Solar LED Triple Beacon
™

■

MUTCD compliant

■

Solar powered, no electric bills

■

■

■

Place in any location, no trenching or
electric required
Proprietary AutoBright™ circuitry automatically
adjusts light output for optimum battery efficiency
Can be integrated into Intelligent
Transportation Systems

TAPCO BlinkerBeacon™ Solar Led beacons heighten
driver awareness and increase visibility and saftey
in school zones and pedestrian crossings. Recent
LED improvements, new regulations for 12" lenses
and solar power have made this timeless warning
device more effective and versatile than ever.
BlinkerBeacon™ LED beacon systems incorporate
these new features in an easy to install package.
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Visit Traffic and Parking
on YouTube for videos on
these products and more.

Third beacon alerts opposing
drivers and works as a
pedestrian indicator

85W 12V Solar Panel

Control cabinet
with 99AH battery

12" Amber
LED Beacon

MUTCD compliant S5-2
24" x 48"sign (varies)
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Standard specifications (subject to change without notice)
Components
Beacon

(3x) 12" Amber, LED

Solar panel 85 watt 12V
Battery

99AH

Housing Polycarbonate: yellow or black
Mounting assembly Aluminum painted yellow or black
AutoBright Energy Management System
™

Autonomous profile
Battery lifespan
Flash pattern

Time clock operated
3-5 years (field-replaceable)
MUTCD Compliant; alternating, unison

Warranty
3 year standard warranty
Smart Activation Options
24/7 continuous
Time clock (Windows-based software programmable)
Push-button
Wireless control

Optional Time Clock Controller
and Scheduling Software
Hardware Time Clock Controller
This hardware controller is integrated into TAPCO
BlinkerSign® LED signs and stores the schedule
uploaded from the included Scheduling Software.
In turn, the controller activates the BlinkerSign®
according to the stored schedule.
Controller Scheduling Software
The software included with the hardware
controller is a Windows OS calendar program with
the ability to program in holidays and daylight
savings time. Choose from 8 different day types and 16 events per day Ideal for
school, business and industrial facility work schedules.
◼ Program the schedules with a
◼ Up to 16 events per day
Windows OS computer and included ◼ Ability to save schedules and
data connection cable.
calendars for re-use and easy
◼ 8 customizable day types allow for
updating
different schedules for each day of
◼ Optionally configure schedules
the week
remotely
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